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explains that “in this expansion players
take on the role of Inquisitor and need to
find the Forsworn and straighten them
out.” This new set of cards provides
opportunities for players to discover
previously unknown  information about
the Tribunal and the Forsworn, as well 

as battle against two new Chaos Masters: Ariseph,
Mistress of Verse, and Kul’tak, Master of Carnage.

Both solo and social players will have a chance to
explore the new saga through solo scenarios or by raiding
with friends. “The game’s back story has become deeper
and more complex, taking on some ‘shades of gray’, ”
describes Kallenbach, who is referred to as the
‘Loremaster’ by the rest of the team. “In this expansion,
players can meet characters from the starter decks in
different ways,” he says, “as we continue to
integrate our storyline with that of the
EverQuest MMOs.” The introduction of
more opportunities to explore the factions of
shadow and light during game play is one 
of the key features of Inquisitor. ‘Heresy,’ one
of the new cards in the expansion, introduces
the idea of a shadow priest, which designer
Kyle Huer feels really expresses the core idea
behind Inquisitor. “The artwork on it is really
great,” he says proudly. “It shows where we 
are going with this.”

he heroes of Legends of Norrath are busy setting
things straight in Inquisitor, the newest
expansion to SOE’s online trading card game.
Preceded by the successful Forsworn

expansion, Inquisitor is a full 250-card set that opens up
new avenues of adventure for players, adding more
elements of faction and new twists to the ongoing story.
The pack also adds more factional ambiguity and opens
up fresh avenues of strategy as players find new
motivations and adventures to test their alliances,
shifting and blocking faction as they face off against
one another or the game’s AI.

Positive response to the Forsworn expansion set
encouraged the dev team; its layered card game was
a hit with players. “The response to Forsworn was
very good,” designer Chuck Kallenbach says. “We
are really proud of the expansion. The play
environment balance is competitive and the game
is lots of fun.” LoN is unique in its design in that 
it includes multiple win conditions, either by
questing or defeating an opponent in combat.
With Inquisitor, the designers have upped the
entertainment factor with more ways to link
cards to one another, keyword cards that give
added bonuses, and added enchanting abilities

for the mage class. Characters from the starter decks are
back with new roles, too.

The game continues to draw from the rich content and
lore base of EverQuest. “Inquisitor’s new linking concepts
come from the MMO-based spell effects of heals over time,
damage over time, and buffing and debuffing,” explains
Kallenbach. Fans of the bard classes in MMOs will be glad
to see singing dirge and troubadour characters in combat.
Designer Kyle Huer says that “we are working on the
ability of bards to twist songs, or play songs
simultaneously.” EverQuest players may remember that
tactic was used with great effectiveness in the MMO, and
it should be interesting to see how that translates to the
card game. Hand-to-hand combat is also making an
appearance with monk fighting tactics becoming available.

Avatars are finding new friends to help them on quests
and in battles. The new expansion introduces two new
races into the mix: halfling and troll. These familiar faces
have three new gameplay options each, with the halfling
slanted toward light faction and the troll toward dark,
naturally. New avatar units for Inquisitor include sarnaks,
halflings, and more high elf and iksar allies.

ROLE-PLAYING
As the name implies, Inquisitor describes a
new role which players take on as they
continue in the story experience started with
the first card set, Oathbound. Still working for
the Tribunal, players take a more active role 
in hunting down and confronting the
oathbreakers revealed in the Forsworn card
expansion. Designer Chuck Kallenbach
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As Legends of Norrath™ unleashes its latest expansion pack, the
team at SOE Denver takes a moment to reflect on how it pulled 
off the impossible and what lies in store for the future
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ver three years ago, I subscribed to
EverQuest II on launch day. A little
over two years ago, myself and a
small group of close friends, fed 

up with our chosen guild, founded our own
called Circle of Shadows, and it’s been going
strong ever since. Our former guild was
focusing hard on progression – gaining levels
quickly and making near-daily instance runs
for gear with the intention of getting into
endgame raiding.

I was a co-leader of that guild, and though 
I tried to keep a casual-friendly side available
for friends and other new recruits, the notion
of what I wanted out of a guild was pretty
soundly thrashed. Over time, friction
developed, ideas clashed, and the guild
fragmented. Not wanting to deal with drama
anymore, I left and formed CoS.

The founding idea behind our guild was
simple: a low-key, low-drama, purely-casual
environment. Many of us had played the
original EverQuest, but had left that game for
good reason. Over time, career, family and
other major responsibilities made hardcore
gaming feel like too much of a job. 

I give EQII high credit for launching with a
24-man raid cap and sticking to it. If I had to
raid anywhere, EQII is definitely a cut above
the rest, but organizing guild events of even
that size requires either a high level of rules,
regulation and coordination, or hours upon
hours of patience. Neither militaristic schedules
nor tremendous time commitments fell in line
with what we wanted at this stage in our lives.

I was elected by the other founding
members to be the lynchpin to hold the plan
together. For a while, sticking with the plan
was a breeze. This wasn’t a guild of
acquaintances that met up in East Freeport
and decided to see what guilds were like; this
was a group of people who all wanted the
same thing. It turned out that quite a few
people found the idea of a no-pressure guild
to be appealing. Go figure!

Guilds – all hardcore raiding and
l33t PvP, right? Not necessarily.

Whatever your level, there’s always
room for organized bodies looking

for something a little less... stressful
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Dramatis personæ
Dramatis personæ

Still think role-playing is for failed actor wannabes and those
whose social life extends little beyond an account on MySpace
and knowing the name of the pizza delivery boy? Fear not,
role-playing doesn’t have to take such a commitment

he swamp air is so thick you could cut it with an
axe, which the adventurers are amply equipped 
to do. They could cut it with a poisoned dagger, a
greatsword, a spiked mace, or a 1500-degree blast

of flame for that matter. But the ancient temple dwarfs them
and the evil power radiating from it thirsts for blood. “Axes and
swords,” it seems to say. “Good. I’ll need toothpicks anyway.” 

The adventurers march to the front gates, where the carved
figures writhe in twisted patterns that the eye would just as
soon not make sense of. The leader, an immense man in black
plate armor, a Shadowknight of Thule, turns to his group.
There are a pair of priests, their shields carved with the unholy
symbols of dark, ancient gods. A brigand checks his weapons,
the faint sheen of venom staining the blades. The Tier’Dal
mage mutters a spell, and his dark servant fingers her wickedly
curved sword and smiles through pointed teeth. A red-headed
woman, incongruously dressed in a white silk dress and
carrying a mandolin, brings up the rear, looking a bit
bewildered. The knight speaks to his companions. 

“C’m on noobs, let’s go, im 13% from 45 & dnnr’s in an hr.” 

Don’t Be Dull!
I’m not a role-playing purist. If the cleric goes /AFK 
and the group wipes I’d much prefer to hear that your
little brother unplugged the PC than some contrived
explanation involving the Spirits of the Evil Sibling and
sorcery fluxamifiggs. Life’s too short for that kind of thing.
Besides, I’m always the last one to figure it out and there’s
plenty of humiliation in my world already. 

That being said, I adore good role-playing, and there’s
simply not enough of it around. I can’t whine about there
being no concerts or weddings or player-generated quests
for imbued moonstone rings because I haven’t lifted a
finger to organize them. But on the minute-to-minute level
where most of EverQuest II happens, there’s a lot of room
for improvement, and it’s easy to make the game more
interesting – one (good) line at a time.

Let’s start with the simple things, like the typical

T

Dramatis personae

ramatis personæ

Role-Playing

Looking For Group (LFG) announcement? I mean, how
dull is ‘Dirge 67 lfg’? No, don’t answer that, let’s not get
personal. But for goodness’ sake, try and punch it up a bit.
I’ve got several variations I use, depending on my mood
swings, and a dirge who hasn’t had a date in as long as I
have has a ton of mood swings, let me tell you:

/# Devastating dirge, xx, seeks group for short-term
cheap relationship pounding loathsome beasts. 

/# Dirge 70, looking for group. Minor hygiene and
personality problems, but basically good company. 

/# Dirge, xx, really, really wants to get a group to go
into Sanctum to do one more step in the endless blasted
Claymore line. Please don’t make me beg. 

Of course, these particular messages only work if you’re
a single dirge just trying to get by one day at a time in the
big city. Your personality may not lead you to the same
message at all. That’s OK, perhaps you could say:

/# ‘Zerker, 70, seeks group for the Den of the
Devastating Duck. Healer optional, because pain is my
business, but overnuking wizards welcome because I like
the sound when they squish.

Of course, you may not be as interested as I am in taking
the comedy route:

/# Assassin, 29, looking for group. You find it, I’ll kill it.
/# High Elf Paladin, 55, seeks noble heroes to hunt

down and slay foul creatures of darkness. Red-headed
dirges need not apply.

/# Defiler, 45, looking for group including necromancer
to go to Cazic-Thule and sacrifice innocent dirge to Thule
for extra miracles. I’ve already recruited the dirge.

/# Templar, 47 – no wipes, guaranteed.
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Artisan: Interiors

THE THREE LADIES SPA
1 Compassion Road, North Freeport, Test Server

Base purchase price: 4p, 83g, 84s, 300,000 status
Base upkeep cost: 19g, 35s, 36c, 60,000 status

On the top level, in an open courtyard, a large open barbeque always
has something cooking on the spit, and a fully stocked bar in the corner
serves liquid refreshments. In the evenings, a band plays by the
poolside, and a smaller fireplace in the corner can be lit if the night
turns cool. Patrons of the spa are welcome to gather and socialize here,
and many acquaintances have been made over the cool drinks and
sizzling barbeque served by Zindi’s dedicated staff.

Overall, the Three Ladies Spa is an outstanding example of how the
dark, cold Freeport mansions can be made to look warm and
welcoming. Zindi’s use of plants is outstanding, and she has spared no
expense or effort to bring all the available plants she could find from all
corners of Norrath. This is one of the most unique Freeport homes I’ve
visited and well worth a visit in person.

Left: Zindi prides
herself on a collection
of items from the four
corners of the world

Below: massage tables
provide a welcome
relief for travelers 
from the rough
environs of Freeport

alking along the waterfront in the upmarket
area of North Freeport, one is surrounded by
the elegant and luxurious homes of Freeport’s
wealthiest residents. Here, within convenient

proximity to the busy harbor but removed from the bustle
of commerce on the main docks, the elegant waterfront
properties command a premium location and water view –
and a matching price. These days the mansions of
Compassion Road are mainly home to Freeport’s
wealthiest private citizens, and until recently only those
owners and their select visitors were likely to frequent the
area. Lately, however, a new attraction has opened up on
Compassion Road, and it is rapidly attracting a rush of
new clientele to this exclusive waterfront address.

Nestled between the mansions of aristocrats and
wealthy merchants, the Three Ladies Spa is an oasis of
welcome and comfort among the austere private
strongholds that surround it. The Freeport Militia patrols
the area, but no guards are waiting at the door to turn
unwanted guests away. Inside, all are welcome, and once
through the front door, they find the environment a
striking change from the bare, colorless streets outside.

As you enter the main foyer, a riot of color dazzles your
eyes. Incense burners perfume the air, a natural stone
fireplace warms the room, and a lush tangle of tropical
vegetation fills the planters. Visitors are welcome to relax
in this area, or make an appointment at the main desk 
for a special pampering treatment. Zindi herself is often
available to welcome visitors in person, and if business
calls her away, her associates Giosy and Tasha are quick 
to take bookings and cater to the guests’ every need.

Behind the main room, a spacious spa bath awaits
visitors. Heated water in smooth xegonite pools relaxes
the muscles and soothes away even the worst of an
adventurer’s stress. Opposite the spa baths, an outdoor
patio contains an alternative for those races who prefer not
to get their fur wet: up a short ladder, a spacious sunbed

provides room for even the largest
Kerra to relax and soak up the
sunshine. Surrounded by fragrant
flowers (and perhaps a hint of
catnip) this area is popular with 
all races that enjoy sunbathing.

In the rear room on the main
floor, natural spring water flows
down through dark mountain
stone, scented by the herbs it runs
past. This third spa is most
popular with those races who
prefer to avoid direct sunlight, and

feel at home among mountains and caves. The dark stone
surrounds an intricately carved wooden gazebo, framing
another series of pools; elegant dragon statues sculpted in
pure xegonite overlook the area, standing guard over those
who come to relax or to meditate on the natural beauty.

After a long soak in the spa, or a thorough tanning
session on the sunbed, a weary adventurer can descend
into the basement, where The Three Ladies Spa staff are
ready to provide professional massage services to soothe
away even the worst battle stress. These cedar and
rosewood massage beds can’t be beaten for comfort!

After a thoroughly relaxing pampering session at the
Three Ladies Spa, guests may choose to sample the
refreshment available upstairs. In the middle level, a tea
room with a very cleverly constructed bonsai garden
serves a variety of light refreshments. Near the tea room,
the gift shop is now open and stocks all the luxuries a
customer might want to take back home.

Looking for somewhere to escape the pressures of life in the wilds – be
they nature’s beasts in the Commonlands or the more urban type of 
danger in Freeport? Luckily there’s a place that’s ready to welcome you
literally with open arms and a warm smile

Worldof
Interiors

Adeste
Fideles

Adeste Fideles
has been crafting
furniture since
she was old
enough to hold a
hammer without
falling over. 
Now big enough
to stand unaided,
her talents as 
one of Norrath’s
premier stealth
interior design
ninjas keeps her
in constant
demand
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Inset: an outdoor
pool provides

plenty of socializing
opportunities, 

with a live band
performing most

nights, while a
firepit serves up

tasty morsels

Right: an attractive
entrance hall is

important for
setting visitors at

ease and preparing
them for the

relaxing services
offered inside

The staff provide professional massage services

to soothe away even the worst battle stress
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